Filter runs

- Group: (All options)
- Major Moodle branch: (All options)
- Commit: (All options)
- Number of users: (All options)
- Ramp-up period: (All options)
- Throughput: (All options)
- Size: (All options)
- Number of loops: (All options)
- Base version: (All options)
- Version: (All options)
- Number of loops: (All options)
- Throughput: (All options)

Select runs

- after - compare_201402140910, S size, Moodle 27 (2014020700.01, 0f90505 DONOT COMMIT: Enable LEGACY) (30 users * 5 loops, rampup=6 throughput=120.0)
- before - compare_201402140910, S size, Moodle 27 (2014020700.01, 900b1bf MDL-43200 fix enrol_manual externallib tests) (30 users * 5 loops, rampup=6 throughput=120.0)

Runs information

- before
  - host: rajesh.moodle.local
  - sitepath: /mpc/moodle
  - group: compare_201402140910
  - rundesc: before
  - users: 30
  - loopcount: 5
  - rampup: 6
  - throughput: 120.0
  - size: S
  - baseversion: 2013111800
  - sitebranch: 27
  - sitecommit: 900b1bf MDL-43200 fix enrol_manual externallib tests
  - timestamp: 1392340424

- after
  - host: rajesh.moodle.local
  - sitepath: /mpc/moodle
  - group: compare_201402140910
  - rundesc: after
  - users: 30
  - loopcount: 5
  - rampup: 6
  - throughput: 120.0
  - size: S
  - baseversion: 2013111800
  - sitebranch: 27
  - sitecommit: 0f90505 DONOT COMMIT: Enable LEGACY
  - timestamp: 1392341570

Comparing variables step by step

dbreads

- before - 27 (900b1bf MDL-43...
- after - 27 (0f90505 DONOT COM...)

dbwrites

- before - 27 (900b1bf MDL-43...
- after - 27 (0f90505 DONOT COM...)

memoryused

- before - 27 (900b1bf MDL-43...
- after - 27 (0f90505 DONOT COM...)

View comparison
Comparing variables step by step
Grouped steps

- **timeused**
  - Before: 27 (000b1bf MDL-43200...)
  - After: 27 (0f90505 DONOT COM...)

- **dbreads**
  - Frontpage not logged
  - Login
  - Frontpage logged
  - View course once
  - View a page
  - View a course
  - View a forum
  - Fill a form
  - Send the...
  - View course
  - View course
  - Logout

- **dbwrites**
  - Frontpage not logged
  - Login
  - Frontpage logged
  - View course once
  - View a page
  - View a course
  - View a forum
  - Fill a form
  - Send the...
  - View course
  - View course
  - Logout

- **memoryused**

- **filesincluded**

- **serverload**

- **sessionsize**
Performance changes between runs

between before - 27 (900b1bf MDL-43200...) and after - 27 (0f90505 DONOT COM...)

- dbwrites: increment - Login, 3.8% worst
- dbwrites: increment - Fill a form to reply a forum discussion, 2.73% worst
- filesincluded: increment - All steps data combined, 5.09% worst
- serverload: increment - All steps data combined, 12.82% worst

See numeric info